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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
BACKGROUND 

Physicians currently spend 50% of their time doing data entry into health records systems and only 

12% of their time with patients. The human and remote medical scribe market is large and 

growing, but most practices and hospitals can't afford to employ people to do data entry for 

physicians. There are 20,000 human scribes in the US, projected to be 100,000 by 2020. The 

average cost of a scribe is over $41,000 per doctor per year. Listen.MD provides an intelligent 

Digital Scribe to reduce physician data entry for a fraction of what they generally pay today. By 

reducing data entry burdens, physicians and hospitals have the opportunity to see increased 

revenues, reduced physician burnout, and focused personal interaction which leads to improved 

patient satisfaction. 

TRACTION 

 Paid contract with Children’s Hospital of Colorado  

 Letter of Intent with Centennial Valley Pediatrics   

 State of Colorado Advanced Industries Grant 

 Further strengthened barrier to entry by developing successful EMR integration methods 

UPCOMING MILESTONES FOR SUCCESS 

 Co-development with Children’s Hospital of Colorado to complete beta product, upon which 

they will integrate Listen.MD with their Epic Electronic Medical Record (EMR) platform 

 Deliver beta product and begin beta testing with Children’s Hospital of Colorado 

USE OF FUNDS 

 Jim Terhorst, principal software engineer to be brought on as full-time employee 

 Aaron Schram, PhD, to be brought on as full time CTO 

 Build out marketing and sales team 

 Company estimated runway: 15 months 

KEY CHALLENGES 

 Demonstrating product validation with beta customers 

 Introductory price of $6k per physician per year may not be sustainable with emerging 

competition and as the technology matures, and the financial model is highly sensitive to 

change in that regard 

 Adoption risk – patients may not be comfortable with physicians using this technology  

PEOPLE 

 CEO – Patrick Leonard 

 CMO – Dr. John Froelich 

 CTO – Aaron Schram, PhD  

 VP of User Experience - Laura Pionek 

 Principal Engineer – Jim Terhorst 

FINANCIALS 

Listen.MD is seeking to raise $750K and is nearing over-subscription on the raise, as of this 

publication. Use of funds is distributed as 75% toward product development and 25% for sales and 

operations. After closing this round of funding the company will also convert their principle 

software engineer to full time. On average from 2017 through 2021, marketing and sales spend is 

sustained at 44%. Year 5, revenues are projected at $30.5M and EBITDA is estimated at $9.8M. 

Listen.MD aims to close a $1.5M round in 2018 and a subsequent round of $1.5M in 2019. 

DEAL STRUCTURE AND VALUATION 

● Funding Request:   $750K Convertible Note, 20% discount, 6% interest 

● Company’s Stated Valuation: $2.5M valuation cap 
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● Desired Close Date:   May 22, 2017   

 

 

BUSINESS 
Doctors spend a significant amount of time inputting patient data and notes into Electronic Health 

Records (EHR’s). It is estimated that physicians spend 2 hours on HER data entry for every 1 hour 

of direct patient care1. This results in less patient engagement and physician burnout. Hospitals 

look to compensate for the problem by paying human scribes to input data for physicians. Scribes 

require training and cost roughly $41K per year. 2  Listen.MD seeks to reduce these costs for 

hospitals while also increasing both physician and patient satisfaction. Listen.MD accomplishes this 

through a machine-learning algorithm that “scribes” physicians’ comments during a patient visit. 

The algorithm then summarizes the scribe notes into a document that can be integrated into an 

EHR system accessed by both the hospital and patient. This eliminates time spent by physicians 

doing dictation and typing. 

The idea for Listen.MD arose after observing the patient-side of the problem. Founder and CEO 

Patrick Leonard was talking with his wife, an experienced healthcare professional, about how 

difficult it had become to balance engaging with the doctor and watching their two young children 

while also taking notes about the visit. Patrick then spoke with doctors and found they too were 

frustrated with the increased data entry and the shortening of patient engagement time.  

Listen.MD projects revenue generation through a Software as a Service (SaaS) subscription model 

where physicians pay $9,000/year (financial model shows an average of $7,500/year to account for 

partial year one payments and volume discounts). The leadership team believes its services can 

enable doctors to streamline their patient visits and free up enough time to add two additional 

patients a day, stating that Children’s Hospital “agreed with this estimate, projecting a 10x return 

on investment from using the product.” The downstream revenue from additional patient visits is a 

strong value-add for hospitals and service providers alike that is expected to offset product costs.  

The Listen.MD team is composed of doctors, technologists and entrepreneurs who are experienced 

in building and growing software companies. Patrick built the technology side of iTriage, a Denver 

based consumer facing mobile health app, acquired by Aetna in 2011. Patrick, Aaron and Jim all 

worked together at iTriage, and then later at Aetna following the acquisition. This is fundamentally 

strength, as integration with EMR systems is one of the biggest challenges in this space. Listen.MD 

is significantly prepared in this regard as Patrick and his team conquered this challenge at iTriage. 

The team has already established a partnership with Children’s Hospital Colorado (CHCO), in which 

the beta product will be co-developed and tested. This is important as CHCO uses the Epic EMR 

system, a program that Patrick has integration history with, by way of iTriage.  

With the raise, two main development phases will be pursued with a third phase contingent on the 

success of the first two phases. Phase one is a co-development project with the pediatric physician 

staff at CHCO. It will predominantly focus on training the product’s artificial intelligence for the 

pediatric specialty, integration into physician workflow, building out an on-boarding process for 

physicians and getting physician feedback. This phase is expected to take four months. Phase two 

encompasses beta testing in the clinic with eight doctors that will function almost like a clinical trial 

but without the legal framework of a clinical trial. The main focus of this trial will be to measure 

statistically significant outcomes like time saved, increased documentation efficiency into the EHR, 

and both physician and patient satisfaction. This phase is also expected to take four months. Phase 

three is to expand to other hospitals with the active support of CHCO serving as a case study and 

                                           

 

1 pnhp.org/blog/2016/09/07/physicians-spend-two-hours-on-ehrs-and-desk-work-for-every-hour-of-direct-patient-care/ 
2 http://www.beckershospitalreview.com/patient-flow/are-medical-scribes-worth-the-investment.html 
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referral partner. Listen.MD has already begun to have conversations with other hospitals who have 

expressed interest in the Listen.MD service.  

TEAM   
 

 

Patrick Leonard, CEO 
www.linkedin.com/in/patrickjleonard 
 
An experienced software engineer, product strategist, and team lead, Patrick 

has occupied a number of high-level positions at health technology companies 
for over 7 years.  Formerly the CTO for iTriage, Patrick then became CTO of 
Aetna’s Innovation and Digital Products group following their acquisition of 
iTriage.  Patrick has also addressed several groups about the future of digital 
health, including The Leadership Institute, Health Datapalooza and the 
Connected Health Summit. 

 

John Froelich, CMO 
www.linkedin.com/in/john-froelich-8a079062 
 
John is a practicing orthopedic hand surgeon with over 14 years’ experience 
working for a variety of care providers including private practice, a veteran’s 

hospital, a safety net hospital, and as Assistant Professor in Orthopedics at 
the University of Colorado.  John also has several peer-reviewed publications 
and has served as a Washington Health Policy Fellow. 

 

Aaron Schram, CTO 
www.linkedin.com/in/aaronschram 
 

Aaron has both academic and practical systems-building 
experience.  Formerly the lead software engineer at Rally Software 

Development, Aaron has a Ph.D. in Computer Science and a background in 
building systems architectures and natural language processing.  He has also 
been a principal software architecture consultant at Opaque Dot and has 
founded multiple companies. 

 

Laura Pionek, VP User Experience 
www.linkedin.com/in/laurapionek 
 
Formerly the UX Director  at iTriage and Senior UX Architect at Deloitte 
Digital, Laura has years of high-level experience managing user-centered 

design projects.  She has experience designing and developing UX and UI for 
a variety of government services mobile applications, as well as public-sector 
digital product development. Currently she is also UX Manager at Pearson. 
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Jim Terhorst, Principal Engineer 
www.linkedin.com/in/jimterhorst 

 

Formerly of iTriage and Aetna, Jim has held roles as Director of Software 
Development and Software Engineer for over 30 years.  At Aetna, Jim was 
Research Architect for their Technology Innovation Lab, which focused on 
developing technologies to improve patient experience in healthcare. 

  

The majority of Listen.MD’s core team worked together at iTriage, a healthcare app startup 

acquired by Aetna in 2011, where they worked closely on various projects before and after the 

acquisition. As a result, the team has deep familiarity of each other’s capacities and work styles 

and the team’s cohesive nature was evident during the due diligence interviews. 

In the past few years, John has become increasingly involved in the digital health world in 

Colorado, where he soon met Patrick. As a practicing surgeon, John’s first-hand experience with 

the problems caused by EHR systems, knowledge of healthcare industry trends, and interest in 

healthcare technology, brought a broad spectrum of value to the team.  

Currently Patrick and Aaron are the only full-time employees at Listen.MD. During interviews, 

company leadership shared that following this round of funding, Jim will become full-time. Laura 

will remain part-time at least through the end of this year, and John intends to remain part-time at 

his practice until an exit. When asked, Listen.MD shared that it has been beneficial to the company 

for John to remain at his practice as his role requires deep and up-to-date industry familiarity. 

Following this round of funding Listen.MD intends to convert Jim to full time and build out their 

marketing and sales team as the company looks to grow. Investors may want to reach out to the 

Listen.MD team to further understand the team expansion goals.  

PRODUCT   
Listen.MD is a SaaS iOS app that doctors can use during a patient visit to “scribe” information. The 

information is processed through a machine-learning algorithm that leverages IBM Watson 

language processing to record the information in a way that is both context specific and 

summarized. This summary is in the form of a note that then can be integrated into an EHR 

system. The key value proposition is not the recording of voice to text, but in understanding the 

context of the words and summarizing the information into a clinical note, known as a “SOAP” 

(Subjective, Objective, Assessment, Plan) note that can be almost immediately integrated into an 

EHR system.  
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The following outlines the product workflow for physicians:  

1) Physicians use fingerprint ID to login into Listen.MD on their iPhone. Upon 

login they find a list of patients scheduled to be seen that day. This list is 

provided by the EHR system.   

2) Physicians wear a microphone that plugs into their iPhone jack. They then 

tap "Listen" to start recording the conversation. The first iteration will only 

record the doctor and not the patient for privacy reasons.  

3) Physicians then tap "Scribe" after the visit to generate a basic SOAP note. 

The note is then held for review by the physician. If the physician misses 

something, like a condition listed, the Listen.MD product will notify the 

physician. For example, if the doctor forgets to ask about family history, 

which is a sub-section of a SOAP note, then the AI will notify the doctor to 

ask.  

4) After review and approval from the physician, they then can click "Submit". 

Listen.MD then posts the note into an EHR system via an integrated API. If 

an EHR isn't integrated, a medical assistant can manually enter the Clinical 

Notes into the EHR system. Although this is a form of manual entry, value 

is still obtained as the information was gathered efficiently, with precision, 

and at a lower of cost.  

 

Listen.MD’s product roadmap consists of co-developing and beta testing the product with CHCO. 

This process will initially be performed with orthopedic physicians and is expected to take roughly 

eight months in total. During the first four months, Listen.MD will capture physician feedback and 

iterate on the product. The last four months will focus on data generation and training of the 

machine-learning algorithm. The latter half of the process is designed to improve the product's 
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accuracy. Physicians surveyed by the company shared that 80-90% accuracy would be enough to 

provide significant benefit from using the product. Internal testing has shown 95-98% accuracy 

within the orthopedic specialty. Switching to other specialties beyond orthopedics will require 

additional training to maintain target accuracy levels. The time duration required to complete 

training for other specialties may vary. Accuracy of human scribes has not been accurately 

measured and physicians surveyed have indicated that it varies widely depending on the level of 

training (many scribes are undergraduate college students) and the length of time working with 

that physician. 

The product has been developed to the point where Listen.MD Chief Medical Officer John Froelich is 

able to feed the machine-learning algorithm information to help it learn. The VCA team was able to 

witness a demonstration of Listen.MD’s product conducted by John, and were impressed by the 

product’s ability to automatically identify, input, and summarize spoken information. Much of the 

product development and training has thus far been conducted using data provided by John, and 

therefore it is particularly well suited to his vocabulary, pronunciation, and rhythm. This was 

confirmed in a separate interview with Listen.MD advisor Dr. Wayne Guerra, who shared that 

upcoming beta tests, conducted by a larger variety of physicians, are expected to increase the 

product’s overall flexibility. 

COMPETITION 
The core of Listen.MD’s product is its ability to automatically summarize and transcribe doctors’ 

notes. The company’s main competitors are therefore medical scribe management services, not AI 

transcription services. Company leadership indicated that, in medicine, there is a clear and widely 

held distinction between medical scribes and medical transcriptionists, and this was later confirmed 

in ancillary interviews with physicians unaffiliated with Listen.MD. Listen.MD was keen to stress the 

importance of this distinction, as it amounts to a competitive advantage for the company.  

The VCA team was unable to find other companies offering a digital scribe product specifically like 

Listen.MD’s, though the competitive landscape for scribe management services is fairly crowded. 

All existing companies the VCA team found employ human scribes and fall into two distinguishable 

categories. The most common and most expensive of these are on-location scribes, who are 

contracted out to care providers for an annual fee and work closely with a single physician. The 

second category is virtual or remote scribes, which are similarly contracted out to care providers 

but work remotely via Google Glass or telephone. In contrast to these, Listen.MD’s product uses 

machine learning and AI to effectively remove the need for a human scribe while providing the 

same benefits.  

The largest scribe management service in the United States, ScribeAmerica, offers both on-location 

and virtual scribes. ScribeAmerica was indicated by Listen.MD leadership as the closest to a market 

incumbent, and has the largest market share of the scribe services listed, employing 4,100 scribes 

as of August 2014. This amounts to approximately 2% of total market share.3 Technologically-

enabled virtual scribe management services have become more common in recent years, with 

companies such as Augmedix attracting significant venture funding.4 The list below shows medical 

scribe competitors, as well as two peripherally-related companies primarily offering AI transcription 

or voice-enabled EHR navigation. The company views ScribeAmerica as a potential partner rather 

than a competitor, and believes that Listen.MD could be used to make their scribes more efficient. 

 

                                           

 

3 http://siouxcityjournal.com/lifestyles/health-med-fit/medical-scribes-help-sioux-city-doctors-focus-on-
patients/article_829b90f7-38db-50ed-8c82-d985c005e7e9.html 
4 http://www.mobihealthnews.com/content/augmedix-raises-23m-google-glass-powered-remote- scribe-platform 
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Company Category Description Stage Funding 

SCRIBEAMERICA5 
Medical scribe & 

virtual scribe 
management 
company 

Employ and train 

human scribes, who 
work on-location with 
physicians.  Also 
provide remote scribe 
services via HIPAA-
compliant telephone 

server.  

Startup/privately 

owned 

Series A, May 

2013, Undisclosed 
amount6 

AUGMEDIX7 
Virtual scribe 
management 
company 

Google Glass-enabled 
remote scribe 
services, training and 
employing scribes 

based in the United 
States or India.   

Startup/privately 
owned 

Venture round, 
December 2016, 
$23M8 

SKYWRITERMD9 
Virtual scribe 
management 
company 

Remote team-based 
approach for human 
scribe services. 

Startup/privately 
owned 

Seed round, 
August 2015, 
$388K10 

ENTRADA INC. 
RHYTHM & 
RHYTHM MOBILE11 

Voice-enabled EHR 
navigation and 
transcription, 
virtual scribe 

EHR voice navigation 
and integrated 
speech transcription 
through streamlined 
mobile interface.  
Offers additional 
virtual scribe option. 

Startup/privately 
owned 

Venture round, July 
2014, $750K12 

NUANCE 
COMMUNICATIONS 
DRAGON 
MEDICAL13 

Voice recognition 
and transcription 
platform 

EHR voice navigation 
and integrated 
transcription.  
Additional AI-enabled 
clinical 

documentation and 
recommendation 
support. 

Public IPO December 
199514 

 

While researching the company’s competitive landscape, the VCA team came across a number of 

physician-written articles arguing that human scribes are not an adequate solution to the problems 

caused by EHRs. These claimed that the use of human scribe services is controversial and 

problematic, and instead physicians should demand better, more intuitive technological solutions 

and EHR systems.15 This indicates a growing interest in alternative solutions to the documentation 

problems caused by EHRs.16 

                                           

 

5 https://www.scribeamerica.com/why-scribeAmerica.html 
6 https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/medical-scribe-systems#/entity 
7 https://www.augmedix.com/remote-scribing-provider-productivity/ 
8 https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/augmedix#/entity 
9 http://www.skywritermd.com/solution/skywriter-services/ 
10 https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/skywriter-md#/entity 
11 http://entradahealth.com/technology/#solution 
12 https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/entrada#/entity 
13 http://www.nuance.com/for-healthcare/index.htm 
14 https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/nuance#/entity 
15 http://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/fast-growing-medical-scribe-industry-poses-risks-patients-and-product-design 
16 http://www.christushealth.org/workfiles/RiseMedScribeJuly2015.pdf 
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MARKET 
Listen.MD’s product falls into the Medical Scribe Management services segment; however, given 

their unique AI scribe solution, it is important to also consider the larger Medical Transcription and 

Documentation Service sector as well. This sector is currently undergoing significant transformation 

driven largely by recent technological developments and electronic documentation regulations, 

which have led to growing physician and patient dissatisfaction as well as lower profits across the 

healthcare industry. Research suggests that medical scribes may improve clinician satisfaction, 

productivity, time-related efficiencies, revenue, and patient–clinician interactions. Consequently, 

the Medical Scribe Management sector is expected to grow 5x by 2020. 17  The larger Medical 

Transcription and Documentation sector as a whole is projected to grow from $41B in 2012 to $60B 

by 2019, driven by the developing IT Healthcare Industry.18 

Listen.MD uses pricing projections of $7,500 per year per physician (accounting for reductions 

related to discounts, year one partial payments and churn) and a quantity of over 800K targeted 

healthcare providers in the United States.19 With these numbers the estimated TAM for digital 

scribe services is just over $6B annually. According to data found during diligence, in 2013 there 

were just over 800K active patient-focused physicians in the United States.20 Furthermore, since 

healthcare spending has been increasing in recent years and is projected to grow by up to 7.5% by 

2020, it is likely that this estimate is slightly conservative. 

The company estimates that there are 39M care providers in the global healthcare market. 

Assuming a $5,000 annual subscription price per physician in international markets, Listen.MD 

estimates the global TAM to be $195B per year. The number of care providers globally is echoed in 

a 2015 World Health Organization report, which estimated a total of 39.44M care providers across 

192 countries worldwide.21 Many of the 192 countries included in the WHO report are not primarily 

English speaking, meaning Listen.MD will have to train their digital scribe in other languages to 

open up some international markets. The care provider estimates also include providers operating 

in significantly less documentation-intensive healthcare systems. As such the global TAM estimate 

provided may be viewed as a broad projection.  

The average cost for a scribe through existing scribe services is approximately $20/hour, which 

amounts to an annual cost of $41K per year per scribe—roughly 6x more expensive than 

Listen.MD’s digital scribe service.22 Currently, the Medical Scribe Management Services segment is 

the largest in the United States, with approximately 20,000 working scribes in 2015. According to 

the American College of Medical Scribe Specialists, this number is expected to double annually, 

with 100,000 scribes by 2020 (approximately one scribe for every 7 physicians).23 

ScribeAmerica, the largest company in the scribe management services segment, employed nearly 

5,000 scribes in 2014. Additionally, there are a number of technology-driven remote scribe 

companies entering the space, including Augmedix, Scribekick, iScribes, Skywriter MD, and others. 

The distinguishing feature between traditional scribe services and remote scribe services is the 

location of the scribe: both rely upon human scribes to type and import information to the EHR. As 

a result, the highly competitive general scribe market is driven largely by the cost of training and 

employing humans, making Listen.MD’s all-digital scribe a significant differentiator. 

 

                                           

 

17 http://www.christushealth.org/workfiles/RiseMedScribeJuly2015.pdf 
18 http://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/pressrelease/medical-transcription-services-market.htm 
19 members.aamc.org/eweb/upload/Physician Specialty Databook 2014.pdf 
20 https://www.statista.com/topics/1244/physicians/ 
21 http://www.who.int/hrh/documents/counting_health_workers.pdf 
22 http://www.beckershospitalreview.com/patient-flow/are-medical-scribes-worth-the-investment.html 
23 https://theacmss.org/industry-statistics/ 
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MARKET STRATEGY  

Listen.MD intends to enter the market via: 

 

1) Direct sales to regional health systems and medium to large independent 

practices. 

2) Channel sales through partnerships with EHR and Telehealth software 

providers. 

  

Listen.MD is initially targeting second-tier healthcare systems in the US, which includes regional 

systems, single hospitals, and large independent practices. Examples include a pilot test with 

Colorado Permanente Medical Group, and a planned beta test with Children’s hospital of Colorado.  

According to the company, these providers tend to be interested in hiring scribes, but are unable to 

afford it given human scribe services’ high price point. 

The company further segments this initial group to target specific specialties and users. Specialties 

will be targeted in a series of phases: 

Phase 1: Orthopedics and Pediatrics. 

Phase 2: Branching out to additional early adoption specialties like OB/GYN and Urology. 

Phase 3: Tackling more complex practice environments like Emergency medicine. 

 

Throughout these phases Listen.MD will initially focus on physicians, later making the product 

available to PAs, NPs, MAs, and nurses. Specifically, the company intends first to target those 

physicians currently responsible for their own documentation and looking for ways to save time. 

Next is the larger group of technologically proficient physicians, such as those comfortable with 

using smartphones and app-based services.  

LEGAL LANDSCAPE 
Listen.MD, Inc. filed as a Delaware corporation in August of 2015 and they remain in good 

standing. They have also filed charter documents and have internal by-laws in place. Company 

leadership indicated neither pending litigation nor having encountered such issues in the past. All 

employees have signed contractor agreements as they started as contractors prior to converting to 

full time status.  

 

Name Holdings % - Issued % - Fully Diluted  Vested as of 

      

Equity      

Patrick Leonard 2,000,000 74.08% 71.43%  2,000,000 

Employees 630,619 23.36% 22.52%  7,619 

John Froelich 250,000 9.26% 8.93%  - 

Aaron Schram 250,000 9.26% 8.93%  - 

Laura Pionek 23,000 0.85% 0.82%  - 

James Terhorst 107,619 3.99% 3.84%  7,619 

Advisors 69,000 2.56% 2.46%  - 

Wayne Guerra 23,000 0.85% 0.82%  - 

Jordan Shlain 23,000 0.85% 0.82%  - 

Jay Schwartz 11,500 0.43% 0.41%  - 

Robin Deterding 11,500 0.43% 0.41%  - 
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Name Holdings % - Issued % - Fully Diluted  Vested as of 

      

Total Issued 2,699,619 100.00%   2,007,619 

Unissued 100,381  3.59%  792,381 

Total - Fully Diluted 2,800,000  100.00%  2,800,000 

 

To date, Listen.MD has issued a total of 2,699,619 shares of common stock at $.0001 par value per 

share. The company is authorized per the Certificate of Incorporation to issue a total of 10m shares 

in two classes: 8m for common stock and 2m for preferred. In regard to common stock so far 

issued to employees, Patrick Leonard was issued 2m shares in 2016, Jim Terhorst was issued 

107,619 shares in 2017, Aaron Schram was issued 250k shares in 2017, John Froelich was issued 

250k shares in 2017, and Laura Pionek was issued 23k shares in 2016.  

Aaron, Jim, and John's vesting schedule are as follows: 1/4 of the vesting shares shall be released 

from the repurchase option after one year of the effective date they were issued. 1/48th of the 

vesting shares shall be released on the last day of each month thereafter. 5,750 of Laura's vesting 

shares will be released on June 30th, 2017, with 479 shares released on the last day of each 

month after. Patrick’s issued shares are not on a vesting schedule.  

As for the advisors, Wayne Guerra and Jordan Shlain were both issued 23k shares in 2017, and Jay 

Schwartz and Robin Deterding were both issued 11,500 shares in 2016. The vesting schedules for 

the advisors are as follows: 11,500 shares of Wayne's issued stock will be released from the 

repurchase option on April 1st, 2018, with 960 shares released on the last day of each month after. 

11,500 shares of Jordan's issued stock will be released on August 31st, 2017, with 959 shares 

released on the last day of each month after. 5,750 shares of Robin and Jay's issued stock will be 

released on May 31st, 2017, with 480 shares to be released on the last day of each month 

thereafter.  

Currently, ownership of Listen.MD (on a fully diluted basis) is as follows: Patrick owns 71.43%, Jim 

owns 3.99%, Aaron owns 8.93%, John owns 8.93%, Laura owns .82%, Wayne and Jordan both 

own .82%, and Jay and Robin both own .41%. (3.59% has been reserved as an option pool). 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY:  

Listen.MD has signed NDA agreements with its contractor employees as well as its board of 

advisors. In April of 2015, Patrick filed US Patent Application No. 15/142,899 (Based on USSN: 

62/154,412) entitled: SYSTEM FOR UNDERSTANDING HEALTH-RELATED COMMUNICATIONS 

BETWEEN PATIENTS AND PROVIDERS. Claims covered by this patent include, 1) Listening to 

physician/ patient conversation, 2) Processing and using artificial intelligence, 3) Creating visit 

summaries, 4) Creating actions, 5) Sharing, and 6) Enrichment. Patrick has assigned the patent, if 

issued, to Listen.MD as of March of 2017 effectively transferring ownership of all IP to Listen.MD. 

Listen.MD thus far has no issued trademarks.  

REGULATORY LANDSCAPE:  

When the VCA team inquired about the potential shift in the healthcare regulatory landscape, 

Listen.MD provided the following response:  

“The newly elected administration’s health care plan is not final at this point 

but appears to be focused on the repeal of the ACA; there is no mention of 

other parts of healthcare reform in the 7 point plan. Proposed repeal (partial 

or full) of the ACA is unlikely to impact Listen.MD because our provider 

customers will still be driven to maintaining large patient-loads regardless of 
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whether the payment comes from private insurance, a health savings 

account or somewhere else. If HSA usage does increase in place of 

insurance, billing to insurance companies could decrease but the clinical 

workflow will otherwise be unchanged. The Meaningful Use program 

administered by ONC within HHS has resulted in rapid adoption of EHRs, 

reportedly over 90% in large hospital systems. This provides a rich 

opportunity for Listen.MD as these health systems are now struggling with 

the additional documentation burden.” 

FINANCIALS   
The following table displays Listen.MD’s financials, as provided by the company:   

  

In 000s 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Revenues $118 $1,273 $4,144 $12,821 $30,626 

Expenses $678 $2,140 $5,005 $10,593 $18,047 

EBITDA $(570) $(964) $(1,232) $1,080 $9,840 

Cash Flow, Operations $(389) $(1,145) $(1,232) $1,080 $9,840 

Cash Flow, Investment Activities $750 $1,500 $1,500   

Net Increase/Decrease Cash $360 $354 $267 $1,080 $9,840 

 

Listen.MD is seeking to raise $750K and is nearing over-subscription on the raise, as of this 

publication. The Listen.MD team and their board will determine the maximum amount they’ll allow 

in this round, though they are estimating a $1M to $1.25M total raise will be approved. They are 

raising this as a convertible note with a 20% discount, 4% interest, and a $2.5M Valuation Cap. 

The use of funds as indicated by the company will be targeted at 75% toward product development 

with a focus on AI and technology skills, and 25% toward sales and operations. 

Listen.MD looks to close an additional $1.5M round in 2018 and a subsequent round of $1.5M 

2019. According to their cash flow model and assuming just the originally allotted $750K raise, 

Listen.MD experiences a negative cash balance in July 2018. Without an additional raise the 

company becomes cash flow negative (-$26K) at that time. This gives the company an 

approximate 14 months of runway before requiring additional investment. The increase in the 

amount being raised will increase the runway. With an injection of an additional $1.5M in 2018, 

company cash balance remains positive through June 2019. At this time an additional $1.1M is 

required to remain self-sufficient. The raises shown are an absolute minimum. To grow faster and 

generate more top line revenue beyond $30M in Yr-5, company leadership might consider a larger 

2019 raise with potential focus on accelerating client growth and expansion.  

Listen.MD projects an average marketing and sales spend of 44% between 2017 and 2021. The 

spend average is in line with/above the marketing and sales spend recommended for the average 

SAAS company,24 demonstrating a commitment to growing top line revenue outside of product 

development/software iterations. 

                                           

 

24 blog.kissmetrics.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Saas-Operating-Metrics.pdf 
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Listen.MD’s revenue model involves signing up Large, Medium, and Small clients. The company 

then charges per user projecting Average Users Per Client and Average Revenue Per User of: 

 

Year 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Average Users Per Client 20 30 40 50 60 

Average Revenue Per User $6,000 $6,300 $6,615 $6,946 $7,293 

 

Listen.MD’s product retails for $9K, and the company has built in a conservative 33% average 

discount to arrive at the $6K revenue price in 2017. The discount, for instance, is from incentives 

to customers depending on how many users are signed up. The more customers, the steeper the 

discount. The company then takes the Average Revenue Per User and multiples it by Average Users 

Through Year for each specialty. Average Users Through Year is different than Number of Users as 

users are added throughout the year, and the company factors in an Average Churn of 5%. 

Listen.MD also assumes a rather small Market Share penetration. For instance, in the Pediatrics 

category, the company assumes Market Share to be .10% in 2017 and ramping to 4% in 2021. The 

revenue model is sensitive to changes in Average Revenue Per User. For instance, if the company 

is only able to capture $4k per user instead of the projected $6k in 2017, then the exit year 

revenue reduces to under $20M. It is important to note that the $6K revenue is already 

conservative as it factors in discounts. Listen.MD’s revenue model is directly tied the assumption of 

the company’s ability to charge $6K+ per user with a 5% annual increase or to get a larger market 

share per specialty. 

EXIT   
Listen.MD has identified two main paths towards exit:  

1. Acquisition as an AI company 

2. Acquisition as a digital health company 

 

Having the ability to be acquired in two different spaces creates more options for Listen.MD in the 

future and is a positive attribute when planning for an exit. After interviewing the company, they 

seem to favor a digital health acquisition as there is more precedent and more established 
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multiples which allows for Listen.MD to gain traction and have concrete/supportable acquisition 

numbers. In contrast, AI companies at this point are often acquired pre-revenue with smaller 

multiples/purchase amounts and are often acquired rapidly for their potential.  

According to Rock Health, there were 136 acquisitions worth $6.8B in 2016 in the digital health 

space. The following chart displays some of the largest 2016 M&A deals of over $100M:25 

 

The next chart shows that the categories that led the way were ‘Genomics and Sequencing’ 

followed by ‘Analytics and Big Data’.26 

                                           

 

25 rockhealth.com/reports/2016-year-end-funding-report-a-reality-check-for-digital-health/#m&a 
26 rockhealth.com/reports/2016-year-end-funding-report-a-reality-check-for-digital-health/ 
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According to CB Insights, the most active acquirers of Digital Health companies from 2012-2016 

include IMS Health, Under Armour, TELUS Health, Premier, Marlin Equity Partners, Health Stream, 

Quality Systems, ResMed, and Hearst Corporation.27 Rock Health reports that in 2016 specifically, 

other Digital Health companies were the number one acquirers of Digital Health Companies 

accounting for 51% of the deals. Apple and IBM rank second with 12% of the deals.28   

While 2015 seems to have funded more companies, the following graphic demonstrates that equity 

funding in the Digital Health space was at an all-time high in 2016.29 Furthermore, more than 42% 

of the deals were Seed stage and an additional 16% of the deals were Series A, which bodes well 

for Listen.MD when raising additional capital.30 

                                           

 

27 https://www.cbinsights.com/blog/digital-health-exits-q2-2016/ 
28 https://rockhealth.com/reports/digital-health-exits-2016-ytd-112-digital-health-acquisitions-and-two-ipos/ 
29 https://www.cbinsights.com/blog/digital-health-startup-funding/ 
30 https://www.cbinsights.com/blog/digital-health-startup-funding/ 
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Capstone Partners reports that Digital Health companies had an average EV/R exit multiple of 5.3x 

and EV/EBITDA multiples of 23.9x. Capstone mentions that the 3 highest EBITDA multiples in 2016 

were QHR (electronic health records) at 57.7x, Truven(Healthcare Analytics) at 35.8x, and Press 

Ganey (Patient Experience) at 22.7x.31  

With regards to the Artificial Intelligence industry, Google, Apple, and Facebook have been the top 

acquirers since 2012. Apple is a preeminent acquirer in both the Digital Health and AI arena, 

making them a potential strategic and synergistic acquirer for Listen.MD.32    

VALUATIONS   

Listen.MD is raising a $750,000 convertible note (likely to be amended to a $1M or $1.25M total 

raise in the coming weeks) with a $2.5M Valuation Cap. It is viewed by most Angels, including 

those within RVC, that a Valuation Cap on a convertible note is equivalent to a pre-money 

valuation for a preferred equity round. It is anticipated that this note will convert upon the next 

financing in 2018; estimated to be $1.5M. 

Dave Chase, founder of the Health Rosetta Institute and a healthcare VC, indicates that one of the 

reasons digital healthcare companies often fail to grow steadily has to do with foundational teams 

that do not understand or simply dismiss the idiosyncrasies of the healthcare space. Listen.MD has 

a founding team with strong technologists, but they are also veterans in the digital healthcare 

industry and have a clear pulse on the landscape. Dr. Froelich’s position as CMO provides valuable 

insight into the pain points of physicians within his specialty, even as a part-time team member. 

                                           

 

31capstonellc.com/sites/default/files/Capstone%20Healthcare%20IT%20Merger%20and%20Acquisition%20Executive%20Su
mmary%20Q4%202016.pdf 
32 https://www.cbinsights.com/blog/top-acquirers-ai-startups-ma-timeline/ 
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The overall team in place here, led by Patrick Leonard, represents the largest value at this early 

stage, with initial partnerships with CHCO and Centennial Valley Pediatrics providing additional 

support for the proposed $2.5M valuation cap. The market size, shift in technology impacting daily 

physician operations, and the unique product offering in development are driving the future value. 

The beta stage they are now entering into with CHCO will provide valuable physician insight and 

diversity in the Listen.MD voice recognition capabilities. There are certainly risks that there will 

need to be additional, longer pilots outside of CHCO that may impact Listen.MD’s ability to go-to-

market as anticipated, not to mention potential adoption risks from physicians and patients. Still, 

Listen.MD has a solid product and marketing strategy in place that should allow them to scale 

quickly once they’ve advanced beyond the beta stage. Should the team execute on their projected 

milestones, it would not be surprising to see Listen.MD grow at a similar rate of other successful 

SaaS model, digital health solutions in market. 

The RVC team utilized several valuation methods to determine a narrow valuation range. All tables 

and values can be found in this report section. What follows is an analysis of the Listen.MD 

business influenced by the team, demonstrated traction, key opportunities in the future, but also 

the key risks. 

SCORECARD METHOD 

The Scorecard method measures a company based on variations from the average company at this 

stage. For a baseline, a median valuation of $2.5M pre-money was used. The RVC estimates this 

value for seed stage deals with some initial traction, but limited revenues and customer adoption. 

The “Weight” column is held constant for all valuations (unless an investor wanted to change their 

values based on their own valuation theory), with Team, Opportunity Size, and Product/Technology 

the most heavily weighted areas. The “Multiplier” is based on the particular company and its 

relative performance compared to its peers.  The results are added to obtain a cumulative 

multiplier. 

Listen.MD has a solid team in place with demonstrated understanding of the pain points consumers 

are facing, relevant backgrounds in the space, and tangible experience. The team also presents a 

clear strategy to develop their solution and is actively engaged with customers. The market 

opportunity size is also apparent as health care providers already spend significant funds on scribes 

each year. The technology is still in development and will require some time to demonstrate 

scalability in the market. The competitive environment includes status quo of using in house 

personnel scribes, outsourced personnel scribes, and similar solutions designed to use virtual scribe 

and transcription platforms. These observations drove reduced multiplier values; however, the 

company’s active work on product development stands to improve their value over time. The 

company has significant partnerships in place and anticipates additional funding as the venture 

grows.  

Scorecard Method 
Average Company Valuation   $2,500,000  
    

Team 30% 150% 0.45 
Opportunity Size 25% 125% 0.31 

Product/Technology 15% 75% 0.11 
Competitive Environment 10% 75% 0.08 

Marketing/Sales Partnerships 10% 125% 0.13 
Need for additional investment 5% 100% 0.05 

Other factors 5% 100% 0.05 
    

Total Scorecard Adjustment   1.1750 
    
Scorecard Adjusted Valuation   $2,937,500  
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RISK ADJUSTED METHOD 

The Risk Adjusted method factors in key risk items that stand between a company today and the 

milestones the company must achieve to reach an exit. Standard risk categories are utilized, such 

as Technology, Execution, Market, and Regulatory risks, or company specific milestones, like 

breaking into a specific market or getting a beta website launched, may be considered. These 

categories are separated by Internal, those risks that are within the company’s control, and 

External, those that are beyond the company’s control. 
Values are assigned based on the likelihood of the company achieving success in a given area of 

risk. Each risk receives a rating between -3 and +3 to indicate the relative impact, with an average 

risk receiving a "0" in the Impact column. The method works by multiplying each positive or 

negative risk point by $100,000. A baseline valuation of $2.5M was utilized in this method, as well. 
 

Listen.MD has presented the most value at this early stage with their experienced team. Most of 

the team has worked closely for many years, built an emerging digital health technology, brought 

that company to an exit, and continued on to work for the acquirer. The team’s strong network 

within the Colorado healthcare community has driven early traction and will also translate to 

limited funding risk should they execute on projected milestones. The main risk reflected in this 

valuation method were Technology Risk, with significant product development still to come. The 

team is experienced in bringing products to market, but this represents a slight detour from the 

consumer-facing app they built at iTriage. There is also Competitive Risk here, with ancillary 

competition in the human medical scribe and remote/virtual scribe spaces. Listen.MD appears to 

have a jump on the incumbents in those spaces with their focus on a solely digital solution, but 

Listen.MD’s significant price point advantage could ignite incumbents to explore a digital offering. 

Risk Adjusted Method 

Technology Risk -1 

Execution Risk 2 
Market Risk 1 
Competitive Risk -1 
Financial/Funding Risk 1 
Political/Legal/Regulatory Risk -1 
Economic Risk 1 
Social Risk 0 

Partner/Supplier Risks 1 

 
 

Aggregate Risk Factor 3 

Risk Adjustment 
$300,000 

 

Comparable Value Assumption for 
Industry/Stage 

$2,500,000 

  

Current Risk Adjusted Value $2,800,000 

 

SUMMARY 

The four valuation methods utilized in this review yielded a standard deviation of $116k, with the 

Multiple Raise/Dilution Method presenting the highest result of $3M. The median valuation came to 

$2.86M, while the average of all models was a $2.871M pre-money valuation for Listen.MD. 
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Valuation Summary 

Method Valuation Pre-Money 
Scorecard Method $2,937,500 

Risk Adjusted Method $2,800,000 
Multiple Raise/Dilution Method $3,000,000 
Gut Check Method $2,750,000 
  
Standard Deviation $116,536 
Median $2,868,750 
Average $2,871,875 
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DISCLAIMER 
Neither Rockies Venture Club, the Venture Capital Analytics Team (the RVC Team), nor any Rockies 

Venture Club Member or affiliate (collectively referred to as the RVC Team) participating in a Due 

Diligence Process on any company make any representations or warranties, either express or 

implied, with respect to this or any Due Diligence Report. 

Any legal, regulatory, or intellectual property information contained herein is prepared for general 

information purposes only, is not endorsed by the RVC Team, is not provided in the course of and 

does not create or constitute an attorney-client relationship, is not intended to convey or constitute 

legal, regulatory, or intellectual property advice, and is not a substitute for obtaining such advice 

from a qualified attorney. 

The RVC Team disclaim all such representations, warranties and statements, express or implied, 

statutory or otherwise, including, without limitation, any implied warranties of merchantability, 

fitness for a particular purpose or non-infringement. The Report is provided on an “as is” basis and 

each user of the Report or recipient of a Report is encouraged to work with their own attorneys, 

accountants and advisors with respect to any investment or other decision in connection with the 

investment opportunity that is related to or the subject of the Report and Due Diligence process 

used and conclusions drawn in a Report. The RVC Team do not warrant or promise that any Report 

is correct, complete, or error free, or does not omit or fail to state any material facts. In no event 

shall the RVC Team be liable to you or any third party for any indirect, special, consequential, or 

incidental damages, however caused, including, without limitation, damages for loss of principal, 

profits, revenue, data or use, incurred by you or any third party, whether in an action in contract or 

tort, incurred in connection with use of the Report, even if the RVC Team have been advised of the 

possibility of such damages. Any guidelines for conducting due diligence are not a substitute for 

using one’s own approach. Any due diligence conducted by another person is not a substitute for 

one’s own due diligence. 

It is assumed that readers of this report have thoroughly reviewed the company’s documents and 

are already familiar with the business and its operations.  This document does not attempt to 

reproduce those documents in full or in summary.   As the accompanying due diligence checklist 

shows, the RVC Team has gone through the company’s documents to review the company’s proper 

formation, agreements, resumes of principals, etc. These documents are available to all potential 

investors. 

 

 


